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ABSTRACT
A procedure to control the drive unit in motor vehicles wherein: the maximum engine performance characteristic is determined; as a minimum engine performance characteristic, a reference performance characteristic is specified by how drive resistance depends on vehicle speed at a medium payload of the motor vehicle; above the reference performance characteristic, a first performance characteristic which is dependent on actual driving speed is defined and allocated a minimum assessment value; between this first characteristic and the maximum engine performance characteristic, a second performance characteristic which is also dependent on actual driving speed is defined and allocated a maximum assessment value; the current engine performance is determined; current assessment values are obtained by comparing current engine performance with the first performance characteristic and the second performance characteristic; the current assessment values, as continuously determined, are filtered over time in this way, filtered assessment values are obtained, and those filtered assessment values are used to select drive unit control parameters, or parameter sets, which then are used to control the drive unit.

8 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets
FIG. 2

DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM ENGINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC $P_{MAX}$

DETERMINATION OF THE MINIMUM ENGINE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC $P_{MIN}$

DEFINITION OF A FIRST/SECOND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTIC $P_E/P_S$

ALLOCATION OF THE MINIMUM/MAXIMUM ASSESSMENT VALUE $BZ_{MIN}/BZ_{MAX}$

DETERMINATION OF THE CURRENT ENGINE PERFORMANCE $P_{MOT}$

$P_{MOT} = P_E$? YES $BZ_A = BZ_{MIN}$

$P_{MOT} = P_S$? YES $BZ_A = BZ_{MAX}$

NO

$BZ_A = BZ_{MAX} \frac{(P_{MOT} - P_E)}{(P_S - P_E)}$

CURRENT ASSESSMENT VALUE $BZ_A$

FILTERING $BZ_A$

FILTERED ASSESSMENT VALUES $BZ_F$

CONTROL DATAS FOR THE DRIVE UNIT

CONTROL OF THE DRIVE UNIT (ENGINE/POWER TRANSMISSION TRAIN)
PROCEDURE FOR CONTROLLING A MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVE UNIT

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The drive unit of motor vehicles—engine and power transmission train—is increasingly subjected to regulating and control mechanisms. Using the control system of an automatic gear transmission as an example, this is to be further explained as follows: modern automatic transmission systems for motor vehicles will either be operated by means of an automatic gear shift (gear shift takes place as a function of certain input parameters, e.g. engine speed) or continuous variation (gears are shifted until the required transmission ratio has been set). Transmission control systems provided for either purpose use adaptive strategies to optimally adapt the family of gear shift characteristics (automatic gear shift) or family of control characteristics (continuously variable transmission) to the type of driver on the one hand ("long-term strategy"), or to a given environment ("medium-term strategy"; for example, slip detection, towing a trailer, climbing a hill), and, finally, to the current driving situation ("short-term strategy"; for example, overtaking another vehicle). By means of the long-term strategy, engine performance requirements demanded by the relevant driver are to be determined—for instance, as an average over a given time more engine performance will need to be made available to a "sporty" driver (a lot of acceleration events and high speed travel) than to an "economical" car driver. For driver type detection, several different criteria will be used (for instance, position of drive pedal, duration and frequency of drive pedal kick-down operation, positioning speed of drive pedal) and evaluated empirically (test drives); once these have been filtered over an extended period, a numerical value is gained; this numerical value characterizes the relevant driver type. However, the disadvantage here is that these criteria for driver type detection, their evaluation, and filtering are empirical; accordingly, determining the numerical value is a very time-consuming process. And the numerical value gained in this way merely represents an indirect measure for the mean engine performance required by a given driver; thus it is not very suitable for drive unit control systems (engine control, transmission control).

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention is based on the task of providing a simple procedure for controlling drive units in motor vehicles which avoids the above-mentioned disadvantages and features advantageous characteristics. This task is solved according to the present invention by a method for controlling a drive unit, comprised of an engine and a transmission, of a motor vehicle, which method includes the steps of: determining the speed-independent maximum engine performance characteristic \( P_{\text{max}} \); determining a reference performance characteristic \( P_{\text{ref}} \) as a minimum engine performance characteristic by the dependence of the drive resistance from the vehicle speed at a medium payload of the motor vehicle; defining a first performance characteristic \( P_g \) above the reference performance characteristic \( P_{\text{ref}} \), which first performance characteristic \( P_g \) is dependent on the actual driving speed and is allocated a minimum assessment value \( BZ_{\text{max}} \), defining a second performance characteristic \( P_h \) between the first performance characteristic \( P_g \) and the maximum engine performance characteristic \( P_{\text{max}} \), which second performance characteristic is dependent on the actual driving speed and is allocated a maximum assessment value \( BZ_{\text{max}} \); determining the current engine performance \( P_{\text{cur}} \); continuously comparing the current engine performance \( P_{\text{cur}} \) to the first performance characteristic \( P_g \) and to the second performance characteristic \( P_h \) to determine current assessment values \( BZ_h \); filtering the current assessment values \( BZ_h \) as continuously determined, over time to obtain filtered assessment values \( BZ_{\text{f}} \); using the filtered assessment values \( BZ_{\text{f}} \) to determine drive unit control parameters or parameter sets; and, using the determined drive unit control parameters or parameter sets to control the drive unit. Further advantageous applications of this procedure will result from relevant sub-claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an engine performance/speed diagram for a vehicle used in explaining the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram for the method according to the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

To determine a meaningful assessment value for a given drive unit control system, the following performance curves will be specified or determined and entered into the engine performance/speed diagram (p-v-diagram) shown in the Figure of the drawing:

the maximum performance \( P_{\text{max}} \) (curve a) which the relevant engine can provide (independent of any speed) as a minimum performance value (limit value between thrust and traction), the reference performance \( P_{\text{ref}} \) (curve b), which reflects how drive resistance \( FW \) will be dependent on drive speed \( v \) at medium vehicle payloads ("drive resistance characteristic"):

\[
P_{\text{ref}} = FW = v = \frac{(A \cdot v + B \cdot v^2 + C \cdot v^3)}{n}
\]

A, B, and C will be parameters specific to a given vehicle, \( n \) will be the transmission efficiency.

Depending on the relevant vehicle type as well as consumption and sportiness criteria, two speed dependent performance limit curves will be defined as characteristic \( P_g \) (curve c) and \( P_h \) (curve d), and entered between curves \( P_{\text{ref}} \) (curve b) and \( P_{\text{max}} \) (curve a). Curve c of performance characteristic \( P_g \) ("Economy") will be located slightly above curve b \( P_{\text{ref}} \) and correlates to "economical" driving; this type of driving will be allocated a minimum assessment value \( BZ_{\text{max}} \) (for instance, \( BZ_{\text{max}} = 0 \)). Curve d of performance characteristic \( P_h \) ("Sporty") will be located slightly below curve \( a \) \( (P_{\text{cur}}) \) and correlates to "sporty" driving; this type of driving will be allocated a maximum assessment value \( BZ_{\text{max}} \) (for instance, \( BZ_{\text{max}} = 128 \)). The values selected for \( BZ_{\text{max}} \) and \( BZ_{\text{min}} \) will determine the number of possible intermediate values for the assessment value, and thus the precision of the following evaluation and assessment.

The current engine performance \( P_{\text{cur}} \) will be determined from current engine torque \( M \) and engine speed \( n \) (actual engine torque \( M \) may either be provided as a direct input value or must be determined as a family of characteristics from throttle-valve angle and engine speed. By comparing (actual) current engine performance \( P_{\text{cur}} \) to both limit curves \( d \) \( (P_g) \) and \( c \) \( (P_h) \), the current actual assessment value
The current assessment values $B_{Z_a}$ will be continuously determined while the vehicle is being driven (for instance, at intervals of 5 ms). To this end, one or several auxiliary characteristics may be placed between $P_c$ and $P_e$ as supporting characteristics which respectively characterize a certain type of driving; the current assessment value $B_{Z_{a,p}}$ may then be determined by interpolation between suitable auxiliary characteristics. Alternatively, it is also possible to use linear interpolation between the two limit curves $c$ (P$_c$) and d (P$_e$), without having to refer to supporting characteristics; in this case, the current assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ will be determined by:

$$B_{Z_a} = \frac{B_{Z_{a,p}} - (P_{stu} - P_c)}{(P_c - P_e)}$$

The current assessment values $B_{Z_a}$ will be subjected to filtering over a given period of time (for instance, over a period of 5 mins); this process will yield a filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}^f$. The behaviour over time (rate of change) of assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ can be influenced by the type of filter selected (time constant)—in particular, a given desired time dependency of assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ may be set by specifying certain filter characteristics. Using this filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}^f$, drive unit control parameters or parameter sets (two-dimensional characteristics, three-dimensional families of characteristics) will be determined; for transmission control, e.g., the gear shift family of characteristics or family of regulating characteristics will be selected and the relevant engine speed or transmission ratio specified. Additionally, this filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ may be used to obtain information in respect of the type of driver (long-term strategy). As the assessment value obtained in this way will also include—in addition to driver type characterization—the increased performance requirement due to an increase in drive resistance,—which until now has been one of the tasks of the medium-term strategy "environment detection"—, and if slip detection is reallocated from this medium-term strategy to the short-term strategy, the criterion "environment detection" may be omitted from transmission control systems; for transmission control systems, therefore, only modified long-term and short-term strategies remain.

Finally, this assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ may even be used for an "electronic acceleration pedal", e.g., for determining torque reserve. The procedure presented here comprises several advantages:

- it enables the current assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ to be determined simply and easily, without any major application resources
- the filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ represents a direct measure for a driver’s performance requirements and thus clearly characterizes the relevant driver type
- the behaviour over time of a control system may be predetermined by what type of filter is selected

for transmission control systems, the medium-term strategy ("environment detection") may be omitted; only two strategies remain to be considered.

In an application example, the filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ will be used for selecting the speed-dependent family of characteristics for the transmission control system of a motor vehicle—for instance, to select the family of regulating characteristics for a continuously variable transmission (CVT). In a motor vehicle having a maximum engine performance of 128 kW (the maximum engine performance characteristic $P_{max}$ is a horizontal straight line according to the Figure) a reference performance characteristic $P_{ref}$ will be preset for a vehicle speed v between 0 km/h and 210 km/h given a payload of, for instance, 200 kg in addition to the empty weight of the motor vehicle by the equation

$$P_{ref} = A \cdot v + B \cdot v^2 + C \cdot v^3 + D \cdot v^4$$

with the parameters $A=128.99$, $B=1.599$, $C=0.02882$ and a transmission efficiency $\eta=0.9$. Above the reference performance characteristic $P_{ref}$, a performance characteristic "Economy" will be defined to which a minimum assessment value $B_{Z_{a,m}}$=0 is allocated; between the performance characteristic "Economy" and the maximum engine performance characteristic $P_{max}$ a "sporty" performance characteristic will be defined to which the maximum assessment value $B_{Z_{a,m}}=128$ is allocated. The current assessment values will be continuously determined while the vehicle is being driven, e.g., at intervals of 5 ms as a function of the current engine performance $P_{mot}$; for example, given a current engine performance $P_{mot}$ of 74 kW (in the case of a linear interpolation) this will result in a current assessment value $B_{Z_{a}}$=70. The current regulating family of characteristics and thus the setting of the engine speed will be selected using the filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}$, which will be obtained by filtering the actual assessment values $B_{Z_{a,p}}$. If, for instance, it is desired to preset a more "economical" than "sporty" type of driving (remain for as long as possible within the economy range E, remain for as short as possible within the sporty range S), this filtering may, for instance, look as follows: if the current assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ increases or remains the same, this will cause the filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ to increase exponentially over time (i.e., driving type characteristics will change, first slowly, then ever faster, from "E" to "S"); if the current assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ decreases, this will cause the filtered assessment value $B_{Z_a}$ to decrease linearly following a preset delay period (i.e., driving type characteristics will change from "S" to "E").

What is claimed is:

1. A method for controlling a drive unit, comprised of an engine and a transmission, of a motor vehicle including the following steps:
   a) determining the speed-independent maximum engine performance characteristic ($P_{max}$);
   b) determining a reference performance characteristic ($P_{ref}$) as a minimum engine performance characteristic by the dependence of the drive resistance from the vehicle speed at a medium payload of the motor vehicle;
   c) defining a first performance characteristic ($P_a$) above the reference performance characteristic ($P_{ref}$), which first performance characteristic ($P_a$) is dependent on the actual driving speed and is allocated a minimum assessment value ($B_{Z_{min}}$);
   d) defining a second performance characteristic ($P_e$) between the first performance characteristic ($P_a$) and the maximum engine performance characteristic ($P_{max}$), which second performance characteristic is dependent on the actual driving speed and is allocated a maximum assessment value ($B_{Z_{max}}$);
   e) determining the current engine performance ($P_{mot}$);
   f) continuously comparing the current engine performance ($P_{mot}$) to the first performance characteristic ($P_a$) and to the second performance characteristic ($P_e$) to determine current assessment values ($B_{Z_a}$);
   g) filtering the current assessment values ($B_{Z_a}$), as continuously determined, over time to obtain filtered assessment values ($B_{Z_a}$); and,
   h) using the filtered assessment values ($B_{Z_a}$) to determine drive unit control parameters or parameter sets; and,
5. Procedure in accordance with claim 1, wherein the behaviour over time when filtering current assessment values \((BZ_a)\) is preset in relation to the desired type of driving \((S, E)\).

6. Procedure in accordance with claim 1, wherein characteristics or families of characteristics are determined as parameter sets for drive unit control.

7. Procedure in accordance with claim 6, wherein families of characteristics dependent on current engine speed are used as parameter sets for transmission control.

8. Procedure in accordance with claim 6, wherein families of characteristics dependent on current transmission ratios are used as parameter sets for transmission control.

* * * * *